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Preliminary Submission to Review into Sexual Consent Laws
Feminist Legal Clinic Incorporated is a new community legal service that works to
advance the human rights of women and girls through a combination of targeted
casework, community legal education and law reform work.
We welcome this review of consent in relation to sexual ;ssault offences. Our
Principal Solicitor has experience in criminal law and supporting victims of crime and
is familiar with the difficulty securing convictions in this area. Thank you for the
opportunity to make a submission on this important issue.
1. Should s61HA be amended?

J

Sexual assault is gender-based violence. Women are far ore likely to be the victim
than men. Sexual assault is about power and control and is an abuse of a woman's
human rights. Women remain devalued and subordinated in society and the
prevalence of sexual violence ensures that women experience fear throughout their
lives. Women are constantly subjected to unwanted sexual behaviour. One in six
women in Australia have experienced sexual assault, 1 wit~ young women aged 18-24
the most likely victims. 2 Problems associated with how the justice system deals with
sexual assault include 'the extremely low level of the reporting of sexual assault, a
high level of attrition of cases following an initial report and a low level of conviction

following trial'. 3 This indicates a need for legislative refort'
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In NSW consent is considered to be the free and volunta~ agreement to sexual
intercourse.4 The intention with the introduction of a statLtory definition was to
promote communication around consent and acceptable rtandards of sexual
behaviour. 5 Currently in NSW a person is taken to know t~at the other person does
not consent to sexual intercourse if the person has no rejsonable grounds for
believing that the other person consents. 6 To make such j finding all the
circumstances ofthe case must be considered including ary steps taken by the
person to ascertain whether the other person consents? This submission contends
that these provisions are still insufficient and are not achi~ving the desired outcome.
Section 61HA must be simplified and strengthened to req ire the seeking and
positive confirmation of consent.

2. Experiences of Sexual Assault Survivors in the Cri inal Justice System
As we have seen in the Lazarus case, it is possible for a court to find that a woman
has not consented to sexual intercourse, but neverthelesJ acquit the defendant on
the basis that he did not know the woman was not consenting.8 Despite various
safeguards contained in the existing legislation, Lazarus was able to succeed on
appeal by claiming that he interpreted the complainant's !b ody language as consent.
Unfortunately, the scope for such defences also has the i~evitable outcome that
victims are effectively put on trial and their actions, rathe than those of the
defendant, subject to the closest scrutiny. It would there pre appear that it is
necessary to amend section 61HA to require evidence of a positive indication of
consent to refute a charge of sexual assault. This would r~duce the scope for
misinterpretation and manipulative defences based on knowledge of consent and
would play an important educative role for the community.

3. Sexual assault research and expert opinion
The current law undervalues the importance of consent being communicated and
rather than ensuring consent is definitive it remains open to interpretation by the
perpetrator. The law as it stands risks sending a message fo women that whilst no .
means no, everything else you do might mean maybe, or at least be sufficient for the
accused to claim they had reasonable grounds for believing there was consent.
When 'one in five young people between the ages of 12 and 20 believe it's "normal"
for a male to pressure a female into sexual acts'9, consent should be requested
rather than interpreted. A research survey of young peo le around Australia
'showed that 22 per cent of participants believed it's a fe ale's responsibility to
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make it very clear when sex isn't wanted.'; Rather than cj ntinuing to place
responsibility on women 1 those initiating sexual intercourse should take
responsibility for ensuring consent is communicated positlively and .any
misinterpretation of behaviour is eliminated. The current odel of consent is also
complicated by the attitudes of jurors. 'Jurors do not (bee use they cannot} make
objective judgements about consent and guilt based on t e facts presented to them
in court' Y Jurors look for overt signs the complainant wa not consenting, if this is
not verbalised and there is no resistance jurors can query 'how a defendant could
reasonably be expected to know that the complainant wa not consenting'. 12
4. The shift to an Affirmative Model of Consent in o her jurisdictions

The United Nations Handbook for Legislation on Violence against Women
recommends that a definition of sexual assault '[r]equire the existence of
"unequivocal and voluntary agreement" and requiring pr of by the accused of steps
taken to ascertain whether the complainant/survivor was consenting'.B
Our recommendation is for the introduction of an affirma ive model of consent.
There must be a positive obligation before engaging in se ual intercourse to take
steps to ascertain consent. There must be explicit permis ion to have sex. Where no
action is taken to determine the existence of consent and the complainant has not
said or done anything to indicate consent, it should be as umed that there was no
consent. Silence should not be construed as consent give 'the variety of reasons
women are not necessarily empowered to express dissen .14 Consent is not vitiated
even where it is withdrawn during sex. The requirement fan affirmative consent
standard is likely to assist women in asserting their legal ght in 'situations where
the existence of coercive factors prevents the victim fro rejecting or avoiding
sex'. 15 Consent given under coercion, duress or peer pres ure does not constitute
consent. The onus cannot rest on the complainant to de unk the perpetrator's
defence that he perceived consent was given. Victim bla • ing is an affront to equality
1
for women and men, and undermines respect in relationships.
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In Tasmania a mistaken belief by the accused as to the ex~stence of consent is not
honest or reasonable if the accused did not take reasonaole steps to ascertain that
the complainant was consenting. 16 Before relying on the efence, the accused will
need to demonstrate positive evidence of the reasonable steps taken to ascertain
consent.U In Victoria, jury directions that stipulate that t e fact that the person did
not say or do anything to indicate free agreement to a se ual act at the time which
the act took place is enough to show that the act took place without that person's
free agreement.18
The Canadian Supreme Court has also limited a mistaken relief to the immediate and
affirmative communication of consent. In Canada, R v Ew((nchuk [1999] 1 SCR 330
established that 'for the purposes of mens rea, consent isl now established based on
the accused's perception of the complainant's words or a tions and not on the
accused's perception as to the complainant's desire for s xual conduct'. 19 The
principle adopted in the case is that 'silence, passivity an ambiguity do not connote
consent'. 20 The case established that there must be 'an a irmative unequivocal
indication of consent to sexual touching',21 with consent provided through words or
conduct. The defence of mistaken consent is still availabiJ to an accused, but 'only a
mistaken belief that the complainant communicated
will raise a reasonable
doubt as to mens rea -not a mistaken belief that the
This is a preliminary submission in response to the Terms
Reference. If you require
any further information in relation to this submission, PIE!I:ls:e contact
uld welcome the
We
opportunity to expand on our submission if required.

Yours faithfully

Sophie Duffy
Legal Policy Officer

Anna Kerr

Princrl solicitor
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